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The Program
Renew Fitzroy Street (RFS) is a co-funded partnership between City of
Port Phillip (CoPP) and Fitzroy Street Business Association (FSBA) who
engaged Renew Australia (RA) to model and project manage the RFS
program. The project demonstrates a best practice case study on how
Council, Business Associations and expert consultants can work
collaboratively and consultatively on economic development projects
to achieve great results, embracing and working with the range of
challenges unique to the St Kilda Precinct.

During the 3 years RFS has been operating, Fitzroy Street has
witnessed a revival of businesses resulting in a reactivation of the
street and visitor presence. Private sector investment of
significant land packages have secured planning permits for new
residential and hotel developments which will further change the
precinct to attract a new generation of residents and retail
opportunities. 

The decisions by Council and Business Association to extend RFS
to 2nd and 3rd year programs was instrumental in regenerating
this renaissance of the Fitzroy Street Precinct.

Renew Australia credits our DGR-1 Status as a key
area for project success by providing financial
benefits for property owners on Fitzroy Street in
arguably the most affected area by anti-social
behaviour. 

This contributed to an entire block becoming
activated and remaining ‘alive’ during a period
of change and upheaval noting the Renew Fitzroy
Street program commenced just ahead of the
Covid-19 Pandemic Melbourne lock-downs
during which time the Renew Fitzroy Street shops
navigated restrictions to operate and develop
their businesses and remain open however
possible.

Angela Simons, CEO Renew Australia2



Year 1 Proof of Concept       $150,000 + GST 

Year 2 Expanded Concept   $150,000 + GST

Year 3 Expanded Concept   $150,000 + GST

Year 3 Expanded Stage 2     $10,000 + GST

To improve the perceptions of Fitzroy Street as a place to
visit day and night

To attract the public to patronise local business 

Provide encouragement for locals and visitors to frequent
their local precinct and support local traders.

Renew Fitzroy Street Core Objectives 

Project conclusion

September 2020 

March 2021

December 2023 

 August 2021

August 2022

July 2023

12-month pilot program commenced 

First 4 shops launched 

RFS extended for 2nd year 

RFS extended for 3rd year 

RFS extended till end 2023

City of Port Phillip & Fitzroy Street Business Association
Stakeholder Investment 
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About Renew
Australia

Promotes community renewal by increasing activity and foot-traffic
to complement, not compete with local businesses and traders

Supports property owners by activating long term vacant shop
fronts and tenancies 

Drives long term investment motivated by generating creative
activity as well as a positive contribution to a revival of the precinct 

Generates opportunities for creative and start-up businesses, not-
for-profits, and social enterprises

Renew Australia (Renew) is a national not-for-profit company
limited by guarantee and trading as a social enterprise which
assists in the reactivation and reinvigoration of vacant spaces.
We hold DGR-1 and registered social trader status and provide
a fee-for-service providing training, research and advice; to
councils, state and federal government departments and
agencies as well as other professional consultants, developers
and property owners. Revenue made from our consulting fees
allows Renew Australia to subsidise its services as ‘community
builders’. We provide seed funding and support for arts and
creative industries across Australia. 

Renew Australia projects are suitable across a wide spectrum of
property holdings including: heritage-listed, commercial, retail,
industrial as well as one-off type properties. Activations with
Renew can take on various forms and are scalable to suit the
given needs of a precinct or client by offering greater flexibility
for long or short term activation with a site-specific approach. 

By activating spaces with creative industries businesses and
practitioners, our goal is to increase footfall in the area whilst
creating interest and activity for the broader community alike.
In turn, the operating structure of Renew activations does not
prohibit commercial interest and engagement on vacancies.

The Renew Australia Model 
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The Renew 
Australia Model

Tax Benefits | Opportunities for Land Tax
Insurance | Renew Australia holds $20MIL cover for Limited
Public Liability and Broken Glass
Social Enterprise | Conduit to Govt. Funding eg. suitable grants
Licence Agreement vs Lease | Alleviates trigger of property
devaluation 
Contribution to Outgoings | Renew Australia participants
selected on ability to make financial contribution at outset or
work towards neutralising costs to the property owner

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS FOR STAKEHOLDERS

Agreements | Licence Agreement, Participant Agreement
Licence Agreement | Flexible terms for Notice to Vacate
Alternate Leasing Strategy | Sits outside of typical marketing
Retail Waiver | Waives typical five-year term tenancy rights in
conjunction with Licence Agreement
Property Liaison | EOI selection for occupants, conduit
between occupants and agent/property owner
Local Project Managers | Local knowledge + networks

Space Improvements | Creative Community, ongoing
property maintenance
Attraction to Site | Full space vs derelict space is attractive
for leasing
Council Obligations | Increasing pressure from council to
activate space 
Vigilance | min. 4 day per week, creative community flexible
working hours
Commercial Lease Conversion | Renew Australia businesses
convert

Reputation | Landlord supportive of social renewal
Percent for Art Scheme | Creative industries
Precinct Renewal | Increase foot traffic, local traders
Public Activation | Council Grants

FINANCIAL

Proof of Concept | Renew model effectiveness
Revenue | Creative industries value towards national
revenue 
Community Health | Expand opportunities for public
engagement
Data Collection | Consistent data collection of public
engagement with site

CONTRACTUAL MANAGEMENT

OCCUPANCY

COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTION

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
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Project Timeline

2021
2022

2023
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“The opportunity to make an impact for the renaissance of
Fitzroy Street has been a most rewarding 3 years and we are

so grateful for our generous stakeholders and property
owners who believed in the Renew model for change. 

The dedication and resilience of the 20 creative
entrepreneurs who have been part of RFS is a measure of the
strength shown by creative industries to weather situations of
extreme adversity and forge ahead in pursuit of their dreams

and aspirations despite unforeseen events as Covid19 and
Melbourne lockdowns as well as the tenuous nature of Fitzroy

Street in its myriad of guises. 

The RFS crew have created a foothold within the existing
trader and local community as well as forming unique bonds

together, who despite their diverse personalities and
businesses, supported each other to make a place and name
for themselves and for which the public have responded so
generously. We are so proud of them all: those who have

converted to commercial leases, those whose products have
found a significant international market and those who have

risen to great heights from their fledgling beginnings. 

The Renew journey is always a personal and commercial
opportunity for growth and we shall send them off knowing

they have both courage and tenacity to make a difference. “

The improvement in both amenity and
shop vacancy rates on Fitzroy St over the
past few years has been pleasing to
witness. I am constantly being told by
locals how much better Fitzroy St is when
I run into them on the street. 

This is in large part to the Renew Fitzroy
St initiative jointly funded by Council and
the Fitzroy St Business Association.

Andrew Bond – CoPP Deputy Mayor

Mish Eisen, Renew Australia, 
RFS Project Manager
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Active days

186

13
Converted 
to lease 3

15

11

*Cumulative figures (approx.) based on 3 years

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - 3 YEAR OVERVIEW
Renew Fitzroy Street, a 12-month pilot program, was extended to 3 years and achieved remarkable results. The
project demonstrates a best practice case study of how Councils, Businesses Associations and Expert Consultants
can work collaboratively to affect long lasting change for community and creative businesses.

Year One

Project timeline

COVID lockdowns

Year Two

Year Three

Oct 2020 - Sep 2021

Oct 2021 - Sep 2022

Oct 2022 - Dec 2023

Covid restrictions

COVID lockdown ends

Activated 
shopfronts

Activated 
shopfronts

Activated 
shopfronts

Unlocked commercial lease
retail value

6 1200m
“Static”

activation
locations

20
Locations on
Fitzroy Street

30
Creatives &

Social Enterprises
formally involved

14
Occupied

Bricks & Mortar
locations

Occupied footprint
activated (approx.)

 7,650 days

Foottraffic over 3 years

30,000

Including:
Ch 7 News
ABC News + Online
ABC Melbourne
The Guardian
Broadsheet
Domain Review

1950m
Overall footprint

activated (approx.)

Financial contribution by
participants*

$105,000

*to property outgoings

2021 -  $600
2022 - $45,000
2023 - $60,000

Mainstream
media mentions

Including:
GLOBE Intl
Fortis
St KIlda Film Festival
Monash University
Hunt & Hunt Lawyers

+ Collaborations

2 2 

approx.

Recorded by RA survey data of RFS shops.

*Cumulative figure based on 3 years 

 Activations

Days of lockdown

Year 1 =  2590
Year 2 = 2600
Year 3 = 2470

$1,100,000

 $35,000 Reinvested by Renew into creative participants, property & community  

approx.

*including “static”activationsAPERTURE
series created

39 =
Across

= 2.4 x value of 
Council & FSBA investment (ROI)

approx.



Globe International Limited
Lensman
Fortis Group
Mak Group
The Art Hunter
Corporate Signs & Displays
St Kilda Film Festival
Melbourne Tattoo Convention
Handmade Canberra
Melbourne Design Week

Participants
converted to
lease

3
2 

Activated Spaces

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - YEAR 3 

4+ days of trading per
week

13

194

Activated 
shopfronts

16
Creative participants
and enterprises
involved

$900,000
Unlocked
commercial lease
retail value in year 3

Foot Traffic
10,650

Collaborations +19

Media & PR

Broadsheet
Domain Review
The Art Hunter Ch31
JoyFM

35,729 Estimated cumulative social media reach
in Year 3

Social Media

Renew Fitzroy Street Facebook reach was 9279
Renew Australia has grown an engaged Instagram
audience with a reach 26,450 accounts

St Luja Bar
Awaakba Restaurant & Bar
FSBA 
CoPP 
Monash University
Hunt & Hunt Lawyers
Big Design Market
Finders Keepers
Broadsheet

Active open days
per shop

Participants
contributing towards
outgoings

15

Area of activated spaces

1020m2 >>>

approx.



Renew Fitzroy Street Map

8/63-73 FITZROY STREET

4/63-73 FITZROY STREET

6/63-73 FITZROY STREET

2/63-73 FITZROY STREET

1/63-73 FITZROY STREET7/63-73 FITZROY STREET

107 FITZROY STREET

77 FITZROY STREET
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1/63-73 Fitzroy Street 
Farm Goat- Soap Shop + Maker 2021
Black Lamb - Street Wear + Gallery 2022 - 2023
PasteUp - Street Wear + Products 2023 
Leadbeater- Fine Art Gallery + Studio 2023

77 Fitzroy Street 
Farm Goat – Soap Shop + Maker 2021-2022
Macuject – Occular Health Start Up 2022
Black Lamb Street Wear + Gallery 2022
Sarah Tracton Lighting – Lighting Display/Retail 2022
Room For Clay – Ceramics Studio + Workshop 2022

107 Fitzroy Street 
Art at The Thomas – Gallery 2021

129 Fitzroy Street 
Domestic Fantasies – Mid-Century Furniture + Objets 2023

1A/60 Fitzroy Street 
Mr Macrame Atelier – Textile Designer + Workshops 2021-2022
Home Is Where The Art Is – Circus Equipment + Workshops 2023

1B/60 Fitzroy Street 
Ms Lex – Swimwear Studio 2022
Lulu&Eve - Candles 2023

2D/60 Fitzroy Street 
Black Lamb Street Wear + Gallery 2022 – 2023

Renew Fitzroy Street Map
7 Fitzroy Street 
Hustle with Ease – Creative Makers Collective 2023

52 Fitzroy Street 
Domestic Fantasies – Mid-Century Furniture + Objets 
2021-2022

8/63-73 Fitzroy Street 
Narrow Window – Furniture 2023

7/63-73 Fitzroy Street 
Calistags – Plants 2021 – 2023
Self Love Collective – Body Products + Crystals 2023

6/63-73 Fitzroy Street 
PlugInHuman – Fine Art Gallery + Studio 2021
Farm Goat- Soap Shop + Maker 2022-2023

4/63-73 Fitzroy Street 
St Kilda Artworks – Florist/Street Artist/Fine Artist/Textile Artist
2021-2022
Rus Kitchin Studio – Fine Art Gallery + Studio 2022 – 2023

2/63-73 Fitzroy Street 
Mike Stretch Finds – Street Wear 2021 – 2023

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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12

13

14
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The People 
of Renew Fitzroy Street 

Cinda Manins (Art at The Thomas) – Gasworks Park
Studios
Robert Lee Davis (Art at The Thomas) – Studio Hall, Barkly
Street Store
Kristin Burgham (Room For Clay) - Studio Hall
Black Lamb – St Kilda
Lulu & Eve – St Kilda
PlugInHuman – VegOut Art Studios
Sarah Tracton - (Sarah Tracton Lighting) – Exhibitions
Linden Gallery, City of Stonnington
Sophie Brabenec (Calistags) - Elwood

WHERE ARE THEY NOW…
Many RFS Alumni have elected to stay in City of Port Phillip in
bricks and mortar locations, whilst a few others are back
working from the dining room table:
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From the outset, across many departments and initiatives, the City of Port Phillip
embraced Renew Fitzroy Street (RFS) and understood the value of a Renew
Australia project. City of Port Phillip continues its long history for cultural and
creative support for The Arts & Creative Industries which provided a solid
foundation for our program participants as well as side projects initiated as
part of RFS. 

The enthusiasm of David Blakely, President of Fitzroy Street Business Association
has been unwavering from the inception of the idea for a Renew Australia
project for Fitzroy Street and throughout the 3-year activation. He leads by
example in his passionate support for both RFS as well as the greater precinct
via a demonstrated commitment to publicity, letters of support, grants, ongoing
address of anti-social behaviour, direct support of RFS shops and products and
attendance at so many events. 

His belief in how eco systems can re-build community has been an enormous
support for everybody involved in Renew Fitzroy Street and Renew would like
to note special thanks on all our behalf.

The Businesses 
of Renew Fitzroy Street 
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“I quietly hoped when Pete invited me to be a part of this project that it would help with my
anxiety/social anxiety that had been so debilitating since a massive breakdown I had in late 2010.

Presenting my work was a secondary concern to be honest.

Nearly 3 extraordinary years later - beyond my wildest hopes and what I imagined possible. The project,
our project- brought me such crazy riches in experience – being in the company of you guys- smart,
lovely, positive, creative and endlessly supportive people of course changed me infinitely for the better.
We really are the company we keep. 

I learnt to present myself again, like I could when I was younger when I coached hockey and connect
with people from all walks of life…and present, and share, my artwork, organically and however I felt like
with the world.”

4/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2022-2023

(former member of St Kilda Artworks
4/63 Fitzroy Street, 2021-2022)

Rus
Kitchin



I learnt to present myself again, like I could when I was younger when I coached hockey and
connect with people from all walks of life…and present, and share, my artwork, organically and
however I felt like with the world.

I feel so blessed to have been able to do this, week in week out. For nearly 3 years. It’s mind-
blowing, the experiences and stories I have shared with people.

I would never have had all these amazing conversations in the next 50 years of exhibiting, no
chance! It was like hundreds of literal art openings - yet it was relaxed and natural...and I learnt to
enjoy being with my work.
The relationships I have made, the opportunities I have had, the mural, the media, radio, tv with
David Hunt, the social media exposure…the shop frontage, being able to document (then present
that on socials) my work in this epic, beautiful huge gallery. Being able to practice talking about my
practice, where now it’s just second nature to talk freely about my work with anyone, and I have
broken the ‘academic’ curse you inherit, from going to a school like VCA, in trying to justify
everything I do… and that is so liberating!! 

All this taught me to be proud of my work, life and journey…and stand behind that/ back myself and
say, ‘this is me’. This is what I take with me from life, what a radical transformation for me!!! I never
honestly thought I would get to this space in my life. It was just a brutal struggle behind the scenes
for so long, but I am so happy I kept going, and stayed on course somehow.

This is what your hard work, your dedication, your commitment, your faith, your manifesting, your
support, your love, and belief has brought to my life.

I can’t properly articulate just how much it truly means to me, but I hope this conveys a little of my
gratitude.                
I have healed so many parts of my life in this project, personally and artistically so far beyond what I
dreamt of - and learnt so much more than I hoped for.4/63 Fitzroy Street 

RFS 2022-2023

(former member of St Kilda Artworks
4/63 Fitzroy Street, 2021-2022)

Rus
Kitchin

Rus Kitchin, Visual Artist & 2nd Gen Melbourne Graffiti Artist



Farm Goat

6/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2022-2023

(formerly located at 77 Fitzroy Street,
& 1/63 Fitzroy Street

2021 - 2022 )

Farm Goat produces handcrafted cold process
goat milk soap products made in Melbourne
by business owner Greg Egan. 

As sole manufacturer, he sources goat's milk
from his family’s farm in Northern Victoria. 
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Farm
Goat
6/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2022-2023

(formerly located at 77 Fitzroy Street, 
& 1/63 Fitzroy Street 2021-2022)

In a past life, Greg was an award-winning chef for 20 years turning his passion, culinary skills and
creativity towards soap making to launch Farm Goat. 

During the Renew Fitzroy Street Program, Farm Goat relocated 3 times. As his shopfront locations
changed, he adapted his retail and manufacture space and experimented with different ways of
doing business.

Farm Goat engaged an agent to wholesale Farm Goat products nationally and internationally as
well as consistently participating in high-profile design and creative markets around Australia.
The business has now been certified as Australian Made and is able to use this official logo on the
products. 

Farm Goat has gained legitimacy and recognition as the business has grown over time. He is now
stocked in 90+ locations nationwide as well as Singapore and Malaysia in high-end department
stores. 

Farm Goat takes ethical production and sustainability producing seriously, using 100%
biodegradable satchels whenever possible, sustainable printing, and using little or no plastic in
packaging.

Through experimentation, Greg has determined that for his business to thrive, Farm Goat doesn't
need to primarily focus on its retail arm; it is the manufacturing aspect of the business that has driven
him forward. 

Farm Goat has signed a commercial lease in November 2023 and shall be expanding into a new
manufacturing space at the conclusion of the RFS program (December 2023).
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7/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2021-2023

Calistags Plants was the return home for Sophie Brabenec from a life of acting in LA.
What it brought to the program was not only a mini oasis on Fitzroy Street, but also a
locals’ anchor with which plant services and workshops provided a community
destination. 

Within 2 years Sophie created herself as a local identity with whom many shared stories
of their lives and history about the precinct. Calistags was a proof of concept for the
benefits that face-to-face retail can value-add to a financial exchange. 

Calistags and Mike Stretch Finds, Producers for
St Kilda Street Art Gathering, a weekend Street
Art Festival funded by a CoPP Love My Place
Grant, and creators of Archie, our first Renew
Australia baby.

Calistags



Domestic
Fantasies

Domestic Fantasies (DF) was the only RFS shop located on the salubrious
residential west side of Fitzroy Street which behaves almost like another
suburb than the food n bev, entertainment and anti-social predominant east
side. The business was located at the base of a residential building who both
welcomed and supported the extent of building improvements that Renew
Australia and DF financed on their own behalf outside of the RFS program.

After 18 months, the building owner issued notice to vacate after which
Renew Australia recommenced their 4-year negotiation with the owner of the
former White Room at The George. As the first business to be approved after
a 4-year vacancy, DF gained keys to what they described as their ‘dream
space’ with which to cement their business in St Kilda and stride ahead with
their business plan. 

DF were the fifth RFS participant and the only business to make a contribution
to owner’s outgoings from the outset. They have now converted to a
commercial lease within 2 years of establishing their business. A fitting end
to DF’s involvement in RFS was their feature articles in Domain Review and
Broadsheet which has expanded their reputation and celebrated St Kilda,
bringing a ‘good news’ focus to Fitzroy Street, generating ripples to traders
and residents alike.

129 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2022-2023

(formerly located at 52 Fitzroy Street, 2021-2022)
Converted to commercial lease October 202319



129 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2022-2023

(formerly located at 52 Fitzroy Street, 2021-2022)
Converted to commercial lease October 2023

THE GEORGE

52 FITZROY STREET 20



Mike Stretch Finds
MSF is one of the first 4 program participants and the only business in the RFS
Program to remain in its original location since outset of the project.

MSF commenced the project by representing multiple street brands and has since
grown his own label to a point where he uses his retail outlet to solely focus on his own  
brand. Mike has been instrumental in leading multiple community activations and
events for the Fitzroy Street precinct, contributing so much to the street over three
years - all the while lighting his store from a single GPO.

2/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2021-2023

AFTER BEFORE
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Mike Stretch Finds Collaborations

St Luja Bar
Cosentino Magician
Le Brea TV Show 
Colourblind Productions

St Luja
Chris Costa
Boomstick Glassware
VKM - Street Artist
Manda Lane - Street Artist 
Bronik - Street Artist
Luke Etho - Carlisle Tattoo Company 

MSF Collaborations Additional Brands Stocked
Bad Life Choices
Inky Tattoo Salve
Badlands Brand
Marauder
True North
Journeys
Hourless
Long and Lost
Days of when
Night Dwellers
New Breed
Rone
Callum Preston

Silver Tongue - Ballarat
Ash & Oak - Belgrave 

Bronik – Solo Exhibition
St Kilda Street Art Gathering - 19 Street Artists
making new work from Jackson Street – 61 Fitzroy
Street (City of Port Phillip Love My Place Grant)

Other Stockists

Events

Resene Paint
Joy Fm
Broadsheet 
Bodriggy Brewing 
Little Reddie Wine

Rites of passage tattoo
Inked expo
Ego Streetwear Expo
Port Melbourne Christmas Market

Expos 

Printed Stock for Businesses

Sponsors



Black Lamb
Simon (Black) Lamb utilized Renew Fitzroy Street as a
therapeutic vehicle to situate himself in retail where he
regained self-confidence by immersing himself in public
life. 

1/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2022-2023

(formerly located at 2D/60 Fitzroy
Street,  & 77 Fitzroy Street, 2021-2022 )

Concurrently he worked with Beyond Blue contributing to bring
men's mental health to a public forum. 

As well as making short films of launches of his various shop locations
he also donated artwork (to Beyond Blue) and provided face-to-
face opportunity for exchange of life stories with the multitude of
customers who purchased his self-published autobiography which
he sold (and republished) during his time with RFS.

Simon also provided pro-bono film-making expertise for RFS projects
which sat beyond the remit of the RFS program, including Aperture,
Wheels n Decks as well as a teaser made about the life of Rus
Kitchin. 
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I have been writing a book about my own experience as a victim of
child abuse and subsequent Complex Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 

I touch on topics of how to deal with the Trauma and CPTSD through
therapy of using photography, painting, film and text. 

From child abuse to drug abuse, from dealing with death to dealing in
life, join award-winning film maker Simon Lamb on the 'off the rails'

rollercoaster ride that's been his story so far. 

It's a true 'sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll' adventure, as Simon moves on
from being sexually abused at school to modelling alongside some of

the world's sexiest women. 
Black
Lamb
1/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2022-2023

(formerly located at 2D/60 Fitzroy
Street,  & 77 Fitzroy Street, 2021-2022 )

 - Simon Lamb, Black Lamb
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77 Fitzroy Street

Within a 160m2 area, Renew Fitzroy Street housed 4 creative businesses as well as a health start-up and became the primary site to launch the
Renew Australia initiative, Aperture (refer page 41). The generosity of the building owners allowed RFS participants to occupy the space for 6 months
with no financial obligation other than utilities. 

The multitude of spaces housed: 

Farm Goat | soap manufacture and shop
Room For Clay | clay workshops
Sarah Tracton Design | lighting display
Black Lamb | street wear + gallery
Macuject | occular health start-up. 

Renew Australia contributed temporary wall divisions delineating the spaces. 

The 77 Fitzroy Street Hub became an RFS case study for a multiple activation space. Situated on a corner which was frequented
as one of the most anti-social locations along Fitzroy Street, the building had been a site office for Victorian Pride Centre and
was in transition until the owners reinstated their pharmacy. 

77 Fitzroy Street Hub
RFS 2021-2022

Case Study

St Kilda Film Lead, City of Port Phillip | Aperture
Jewish Museum of Australia | Aperture
Linden Gallery | Fringe Furniture 
FSBA | Mirka Mora Mural

77 Fitzroy Street generated collaborations between Renew Australia and:
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1/63-73 FITZROY STREET
RFS businesses Farm Goat, Black Lamb, PasteUp
and Leadbeater were all located at Shop 1/63
Fitzroy Street over different periods throughout
2021-2023. 

The Renew Program allows participants to trial a
business idea. 

The suitability of the property: location, foot traffic,
size, layout, facilities are all affecting factors for each
individual to measure how their business ideas develop
to become a shorter or longer-term activation. 

Licence Agreements with a 30-day notice period
allows flexibility to make those decisions without the
pressure of a fixed-term lease so that finances may
instead be invested into business development.

1/63 Fitzroy Street 
PASTEUP
RFS 2023

1/63 Fitzroy Street
LEADBEATER STUDIO
RFS 202326



Renew didn’t just provide the
opportunity to create a space
to present my art, they’ve
supported my vision by
connecting me with an
inclusive local community.

I soon found myself in a
position to help others.
 

Steve Leadbeater,
Visual Artist

1/63 Fitzroy Street 
PASTEUP
RFS 2023

1/63 Fitzroy Street
LEADBEATER STUDIO
RFS 202327



His business was born out of the pandemic in 2020 and he moved from selling to friends and Instagram
followers; to an online Etsy store; to a participant with a shopfront in Renew Fitzroy Street; to the creator of
an internationally selling book ‘The Macramé Craft Maker kit’ stocked in 12 big box retailers incl Australia,
Singapore and USA. He held multiple sell-out workshops across both his RFS spaces as well as off-site in
collaborations with other RFS participants. Concurrent with Mr Macrame, Peter was also the social media
manager for Renew Australia, creating 25 Days of Renew Digital Christmas Calendar 2022.

Mr.
Macrame
1A/60 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2021-2022

(former member of St Kilda Artworks  
located at 4/63 Fitzroy Street. 2021)

Mr Macramé Atelier is Peter Williams. 
Participation in RFS allowed the Mr Macramé business model to grow and change. Peter
moved from a shared collective (St Kilda Artworks) to having his own retail space, becoming
a renowned macramé artist, author and dressmaker with a deep passion for the ancient craft
of knot tying. 



I can't thank Renew Australia enough for the
opportunity to be part of the project.

Having a space alongside other creatives
really helped me understand the creative and
arts industry and to discover my own voice.
Since I opened my standalone store, it gave
me a valuable opportunity to upskill my
macrame craft. 

I received incredible exposure towards the
brand online and instore, while creating
connections with book publishers and other
media outlets that would have never been
possible from an art studio. 

1A/60 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2021-2022

(former member of St Kilda Artowrks  
located at 4/63 Fitzroy Street, 2021)

Peter
Mr Macrame Atelier – RFS Participant



PlugInHuman

PluginHUMAN’s work centres around the art of illumination. They create projection mapping, video artworks
and led immersive multi-sensory environments. They use the medium of light to translate complex data into
meaningful audience experiences.

PlugInHUMAN took over the foyer of 6/63 Fitzroy Street as their studio and projection space, 
developing work for international projects. The space constantly changed from a place of experimentation to
a place of exhibition. As an early Christmas gift (2021), a full window decal advertising the sale of the building
appeared overnight but only lasted until lunchtime before it was removed. 

PluginHUMAN is a multi-award-winning art duo led by Dr Betty Sargeant and Justin Dwyer.
PluginHUMAN are at the progressive edge of their field, providing audiences with new cultural,
environmental and scientific perspectives. 

6/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2021

Watch: PluginHUMAN UNEARTHED 2021
This project was supported by Asialink Arts, the
Victorian Government through Creative Victoria
and The Australian High Commission in New
Dehli, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

30

https://youtu.be/0snRDptvRHcUnearthedThis%20project%20is%20supported%20by%20Asialink%20Arts,%20the%20Victorian%20Government%20through%20Creative%20Victoria%20and%20The%20Australian%20High%20Commission%20in%20New%20Dehli,%20Department%20of%20Foreign%20Affairs%20and%20Trade.
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A Renew Australia project allows fledgling businesses an opportunity to trial a business idea without the overheads of financial
constraints of a formal lease. Its about experimentation. 

Given the collective nature of Renew, our projects sometimes cross-pollinate. This opens an opportunity for a step-in to a
commercial market, which may then inspire a business to expand into their own retail space. Self Love Boutique came via their
friends who were part of Renew Docklands and decided to take a leap of faith to position themselves in the Fitzroy Street
precinct. 

Alongside establishing their business this also provided a new set of precinct-unique circumstances to manage and work within.
The flexibility of the Licence Agreement terms allow for ideas to be developed and where mistakes become opportunities for
growth. 

Businesses in Renew projects often experience their own subset of affecting circumstances; challenges of product supply chain,
creating audience and foot traffic or simply the optimism of making something work which become affected by external forces
of; time, life circumstances or simply not fitting with program demands of running a retail space. Some businesses embraced those
factors so that they can be flexible to adapt and change. Others accepted that they needed to move on and regroup. What
they take away is the confidence in themselves that they ‘had a go’ and more so, knew when to step away. 

OTHER PARTICIPANTS

Ms Lex | 1B/60 Fitzroy Street
RFS 2022 -2023

Lulu&Eve | 1B/60 Fitzroy Street
RFS 2023

Home Is Where The Art Is | 1A/60 Fitzroy Street
RFS 2023 

(converted to commercial lease June 2023)

Self Love Boutique | 7/63 Fitzroy Street
RFS 202331



ST KILDA ARTWORKS &
ART AT THE THOMAS 
St Kilda Artworks and Art at The Thomas were newly established collective participant groups in RFS
activated in two very different bricks n mortar locations. 107FS was a fixed short-term opportunity for
3 months in an elegant retail space at the base of a 3-story residential building (where the owners
lived). 4/63FS was a former construction site office for Victorian Pride Centre.

St Kilda Artworks created a collective space for a textile artist (Mr
Macramé), a florist (Flo&Co), a visual artist (Rus Kitchin) and a
street artist (Tom Cerdan) where workshops were held, and the
businesses trialed a retail space for their individual offers.  

Where the workshops were a huge success and attracted 100s of
attendees, anecdotal evidence from the community proved that a
perishable item such as flowers was not a great fit for Fitzroy
Street. However, what the street presence generated for each of
the practising creative entities was an expansion of their existing
networks, which then elevated the individual makers to gain
confidence towards their next stage of business development. 

St Kilda Artworks

4/63 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2021-2022

Rus Kitchin and Mr Macrame both took on their own spaces (RKS
4/63FS and Mr Macrame Atelier 1A/60FS) Tom Cerdan was
commissioned by FSBA to paint the large Mirka Mora mural at 77
FS, (and then returned to France) and Flo&Co moved their business
west side.
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ST KILDA ARTWORKS &
ART AT THE THOMAS 

Art at The Thomas, a collective of 3 practicing Port Phillip local artists all of whom
worked from studios at Gasworks Arts Park. Although 107FS was offered with a
limited period for activation, Art at The Thomas seized an opportunity to insert a
new gallery space into the FS precinct with an accompanying expanded program
including events, artist talks and lectures, as well as showcasing local St Kilda
artists. 

Art at the Thomas

107 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2021

Amidst the crippling affects of Melbourne lockdowns, the collective were also impacted by
(surprise) major plumbing conditions which Renew managed to resolve with the building owner
by navigating covid affected restrictions. 

The 3-month tenure was reduced considerably by these unforeseen events however, as is the
resilient nature of the creative community (and which nation-wide was demonstrated so
prolifically through Covid-19), Art at The Thomas rallied to hold several exhibitions and events
within the space to much acclaim and welcome by the St Kilda community and beyond.
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No-one ever talks about shops being vacant on Fitzroy Street
anymore and everyone is so much happier that things are

changing again.’

- Ben, Business owner, Ellora 

HUSTLE WITH EASE

Kirsty Norton waited 18 months until an RFS space became available where she could
envisage her business may thrive. At a late stage in the program Renew secured a shop
front at what we have now termed the ‘Miami’ end of Fitzroy Street, where the boulevard
meets the sea. Fitzroy St in its nature has evolved into ‘sub-hamlets’ each of which have
their own essence. 

The Miami end is unlike the Paris end (Domestic Fantasies at The George) and again differs
from the mid-section where the bulk of RFS are located and which is arguably the most
challenging section of the street, beneath awnings where anti-social behaviour gravitates.

Hustle with Ease is a clever business model, a collective of local makers who qualify for the
collective by their quality of offer as well as their commitment to sustainable production. The
result presents a myriad of creatives on a rotating basis, who are hand-picked to man the
shop on a fortnight rotation. This offers opportunities for creatives to engage with the public
as well as care for their retail space as if it were their own. 

Kirsty also brings her coaching practice to nurture her own creative community. The success
that has been created in a short period of time owes much to her spirit and energy which
has attracted flocks of locals and visitors alike. Consistent sales have ensured Kirsty felt
secure to take on a 12-month commercial lease following a 5-month incubation with the
Renew program. Hustle

with Ease
7 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2023

Converted to commercial lease after 5
months (November 2023)



7 Fitzroy Street 
RFS 2023

Converted to commercial lease after 5
months (November 2023)

“A HUGE thank you to Renew Australia who
have allowed me to explore the best way to
launch and develop my business in a physical
space.

The support from the team, the location and
opportunities to form partnerships with other
traders in the local community and on Fitzroy
Street have been invaluable. 

In a short period of time, we have been able to
set up collaborations, fun projects that support
both the creatives, makers and artists as part
of my own business, the Hustle With Ease
space and our local community and visitors to
St Kilda. 

Thank you RENEW, extremely grateful for
this opportunity and experience.”

Kirsty Norton, RFS Participant 2023
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Some shared ironies about the 2 murals commissioned during RFS:

Both were located at the points of Fitzroy Street which were hotspots for antisocial
behaviour
Since their presence, both locations have tempered with activity
Both comprise 2 of the largest blank facades along the street on buildings 
One building was originally a bank, and then a chemist, and then a construction site
office and again, a chemist
The other was formerly an infamous nightclub and then a squat which degraded into
extremely hazardous condition
Both were painted by artists who began their RFS journey with St Kilda Artworks
Collective

Murals 
& Static 

Activations

Ritual Sequences
61 Fitzroy Street 

RFS 2023 - current

(former Poison Nightclub)36



Ritual Sequences
61 Fitzroy Street 

RFS 2023 - current

(former Poison Nightclub)

Watch : RITUAL SEQUENCES,
MURAL – 61 FITZROY STREET

Renew Fitzroy Street has been a great collaborator of ours for both identifying local businesses and
connecting us with local artists to help activate the Fitzroy Street area.  The team at Renew Fitzroy has
always been available to discuss any questions we have had and are particularly proactive in suggesting
great ideas for tenants and local activations. 

It is clear to see the passion that Mish, Angela and the whole team at Renew Fitzroy have to help activate
local communities and drive social change.  - The Team at Fortis
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Mirka Mora Mural
77 Fitzroy Street
RFS 2021 - current

BEFORE

AFTER

Both murals were produced for the same budget: 77FS was commissioned by FSBA via a Love My Place
Grant. 61FS was a Renew Australia initiative which began with zero budget and carried out with
support in-kind from CoPP Graffiti team and the building owner
One depicts a St Kilda icon. One is painted by a St Kilda local
77FS has been re-occupied by its owners who have operated their business for 30+ years on Fitzroy
Street
61FS shall be demolished by its owners to make way for new residential development and generate a
new St Kilda community.
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BEAT
MAGAZINE 

2021

Renew Australia
Additional Activities

Aperture lies within the realm of public art: it sits in public view and is not
restricted to a traditional gallery space to reach its audience. 

Aperture is a Renew Australia initiative, a moving image program and
collaboration between Renew Australia and City of Port Phillip. 

Generally ephemeral in nature, Aperture is a curated program about
quintessential St Kilda narratives: Mirka & Georges Home Movies, Berlin By the
Sea, Wheels n Decks placed in empty shop windows as a static activation for
RFS, additional to KPI’s and program objectives.  

The program grew from a single shop window to spread over 5 shop windows
from The George towards the Prince of Wales.
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“The partnership between Renew Fitzroy Street and the City of Port Phillip has
been enormously productive and enjoyable on a number on fronts. 

Not only has the projection works captured some historic moments of local
youth and music culture through our Berlin by the Sea exhibit, but also
provided some excellent partnerships with other cultural organisation in St
Kilda such as the Jewish Museum. 

The projections were of high impact and managed to garner strong interest
from media and the public as well as the building of partnerships across
vendors, council and other organisations. It has provided ongoing branding
for the St Kilda Film Festival and Renew and also enriched the Council’s
creative output. 

Richard Sowada, Lead, St Kilda Film Festival

It continues to go from creative strength to creative
strength and partnerships continue to develop with
businesses across the city.”
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77 Fitzroy Street 
Mirka Mora
Mirka Mora Mural
Berlin By the Sea 
2021-2022 

Aperture
Activations

1/63-73 Fitzroy Street  
Wheels n Decks 
2022 - 2023

2A/63-73 Fitzroy Street 
Wheels n Decks 
2022 - 2023

61 Fitzroy Street 
Ritual Sequences Mural 
2022-2023

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

129 Fitzroy Street
Berlin By the Sea 
2021-2022

39-41 Fitzroy Street 
Berlin By the Sea
Wheels n Decks 
2022 - 202341



Renew Australia
Additional Activities

Watch the Renew Fitzroy Street  - Before & After Video here.

In addition to other forms of activation across the precinct like
Aperture, Renew also generated several outcomes alongside
participants and the broader creative community of St Kilda.  

This included video documentation of the street and various projects,
and new modes of data collection surrounding the program.
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Renew Australia engaged Populus Data to
prepare a report using measured data
affecting Fitzroy Street from 2019-2022
including:

Visitation, 
Demographic of visitor, 
Trends pre/post Covid-19, and
Foot traffic.

Populus Digital
Footprints 
July 2022
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Renew Australia
Additional Activities

Elwood Days was a 3-minute documentary celebrating the skate history of Darren
Winter, an Elwood local boy whose skate prowess travelled him to USA as a

teenager. 

After a significant career in advertising Darren contracted MS. The film was made as a
tribute to Darren as part of Aperture program Wheels n Decks and was screened in the

window of Black Lamb. Simon Lamb directed the film pro-bono for RFS. 

Crossing the Line was a trailer/teaser for a 30 min documentary made on a shoe-string budget
by Renew participants and staff about a Rus Kitchin, an OG RFS participant. 

Collaboration has been a key component of the way Renew has managed RFS which has engaged
program, content and people across a realm of activations.

44Watch - Elwood Revisited | Darren Winter Film | Wheels n Decks
 

https://youtu.be/8lTkcNBi9S4?si=RZcHJzEjl3H7SG_m


In addition to Stakeholder and other informal tours conducted across the RFS program, Monash
University’s Masters of Creative & Cultural Industries program has brought students to visit RFS each
year since it began. As a walk through the project, the students are educated by Angela Simons
infectious and illuminated account of Renew Australia and how our projects operate. RFS shops were on
show each time and students had opportunities to engage with the business owners as well as purchase
products. Many students later returned to the street as visitors to the precinct and continued to patron
RFS businesses.

As a means of building the RFS community, 2 separate tours were organised by Renew to enable the
RFS businesses to present to each other what they do, where they came from and how their business
ideas had formed, manifested and developed. Shared information between participants provided a
rich environment for learning about how others approach their particular business whilst enabling the
cross-pollination of ideas from which collaborative efforts between participants developed as well as
further cementing the RFS community whether they were OG, short term or new-comers to the program.

The initial project launch was held in the carpark of 63-73 Fitzroy Street in March 2021 where 4
business had worked tirelessly to open their business within around a month of acceptance into the
program.

A secondary Stakeholder Tour was held in July 2021 as more shops joined the program to acknowledge
building owners contribution and how pivotal they are to any renew program. Councillors, Media,
Mayor attended. 

Renew Fitzroy Street Tours
Renew Fitzroy Street Launch - 2021
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City of Port Phillip, Fitzroy Street Business Association and Renew Australia
collaborated throughout the program to share social media across all
organisations; leveraging publicity and demonstrating an active level of
collective support.

Social Media
& Media Engagement

Ch7

ABC

Broadsheet

ABC Melbourne – Life Matters

JoyFM – Wheels n Decks

Beat Magazine

Over the last three years, Renew Fitzroy Street has generated interest across
various media platforms and organisations including:

Instagram
reach

Facebook
reach

Social media
reach 

Renew Australia worked collaboratively with Council to ensure each story
surrounding the RFS program was presented in a positive light; challenging the  
comparatively negative sentiment that surrounded Fitzroy street in Year 1.

46 CollaborationsMainstream Media
Stories

16 98K 25K 27K 94+
approx. approx. approx.



Without property owners who understand the value of
activating property that is in transition, there is no project.

Justin Smith - Property Representative

“I just wanted to reach out on behalf of Gorman Allard Shelton
and the Landlord to say thank-you to Renew. You were a pleasure
to deal with and have helped transform what was once a rundown
vacant property into something warm and inviting. In doing so, we
have seen a marked improvement in the clientele in the area.

Whilst it is a shame that you will be moving on, we have no doubt
that you will continue to have a positive impact elsewhere which
is a pleasing thought.”

“We were very pleased to support the Renew
Fitzroy Street project. Giving an opportunity to
showcase local artists whilst activating our
frontage has worked very well from our
perspective. The RFS team has been a pleasure to
work with.”

“Once again, I would like to thank you for all your efforts on
assisting me with my properties in Fitzroy St Kilda. St Kilda is still an
extremely difficult area to lease at the moment given the dynamics
although I’m sure the demographics, position and the work that
Renew continues to put in will see a positive change.

With this change, Landlords like me will benefit long term.  In the
meantime, if the empty shop can have vibrant short-term operators
creating colourful activity it’s a step in the right direction.”

Property Owners
& Agents

“What a terrific initiative Renew Fitzroy Street is. We’re all
aware empty shops are no good for residents, surrounding
businesses, property owners and councils. The program gives
great visibility and opportunity to emerging businesses, services,
or creative industries that wouldn’t otherwise have this
opportunity. And offers property owners peace of mind to have
an occupied property, whilst feeling they are making a
contribution to assisting emerging businesses and improving the
amenity of the area. “

George Vasiliadis Property Owner, 1A+B/60 Fitzroy Street

 John O’Rourke, Plenary Group -  Property Owner, 107 Fitzroy Street

Libby Hermann Property Owner, The George, 129 Fitzroy Street



“The City of Port Phillip in partnership with the Fitzroy Street
Business Association funded Renew Fitzroy Street for three years to
activate the precinct and address the high commercial vacancy
rate. The Renew Fitzroy Street program provided emerging
businesses with a unique opportunity to trade in an icon precinct
and be mentored throughout their tenancy. In addition, it was
mutually beneficial for property owners as it delivered high quality
tenancies that could transition into ongoing commercial leases,
such as Domestic Fantasies who have now made The George on
Fitzroy Street their home.

The initiative delivered a very positive impact on filling vacancies
along Fitzroy Street, particularly at 63-73 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda,
where commercial properties were likely to remain empty until the
site is eventually transformed into a new mixed-use development.
This project, along with other revitalisation initiatives, supported
Council’s efforts in increasing foot traffic and economic impact for
traders and creating a vibrant high street for community to visit
and enjoy.”

Susie Filleti, Business Engagement Coordinator, CoPP

The Fitzroy Street Business Association in taking
ownership of some of the problems facing our
strip was excited to co fund with the City of Port
Phillip, Renew Fitzroy Street. The fact that
activation of empty shops with a daytime trade
has seen a growth in foot traffic, which allowed
us explore strengthening our retail mix; has
been reason to fund the program for three
years. Renew Fitzroy Street along with initiatives
from the CoPP/Traders plus private investment
has seen our retail vacancy rate fall and
confidence for a new wave of development. 

The good news stories the media that Renew
Fitzroy Street has received , has reinforced that
our strip has a bright future. Thank you for the
part you have played in the new found optimism
for Fitzroy Street.

David Blakely, President Fitzroy Street Business Association

Stakeholders



A Renew Australia project is so much more than reaching KPI’s.
In summary, over 3 years the Renew Team :

Held monthly meetings with the Renew Crew
Conducted pro-bono business mentorship with our CEO and Board members
Consistently celebrated all our shops and their activities on social media and
website
Engaged with external stakeholders including print, digital and TV media to
secure coverage of the project
Gained a 7 minute Ch7 News item about RFS 
Manned shops when RFS participants were attending trade fairs 
Conducted and minuted monthly meetings with our project stakeholders
Were available 24/7 for any queries or emergency calls from RFS Participants
Navigated our shops through Melbourne Lockdowns
Delivered chicken soup when our participants were in need
Engaged with building owners and assisted them above and beyond the
project to resolve property issues including plumbing, security and tenancies
Provided personal mentorship and emotional support for Participants
Negotiated conversions to commercial leases for Participants and Building
Owners
Developed working relationships across the precinct with local businesses and
Council Departments beyond RFS
Established activations programs beyond the expected scope of RFS 
Provided a local sounding board for developers moving into the FS precinct
Improved the last significant eye-sore and anti-social magnet on FS with a
mural as a collaboration with RA, CoPP and Building Owner
Established a strong relationship with VicPOL.

Renew Australia CEO Angela Simons with RFS
OG Participants Sophie Brabenec, Greg Egan &

Mike Vaughan at The Prince of Wales, regular
meeting place for RFS.
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CEO Renew Australia 
Angela Simons 

Project Manager Renew Fitzroy Street 
Mish Eisen (March 2021 – December 2023) 
Dan Dealy-Hewitt (September 2020 – March 2021)

Accounts 
Fiona Thurtell 

Social Media + Website 
Pete Williams 
Alice Henchion 
Jaclyn Pokrovsky

Renew Staff
on Renew
Fitzroy Street
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Renew Australia is proud to have
contributed to the transformation
and reinvigoration of Melbourne’s
iconic Fitzroy Street.  

Thank you for having us! 


